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Digital Backbone Managed Services - Midmarket

MINDTREE
Overview
Mindtree is a global technology consulting and services company with 21,000 employees, serving more than
350 clients in 15 countries. In the U.S., the firm has 14 offices, two delivery centers and generates $730 million
in revenue. It is a Larsen & Toubro Group company. Mindtree offers an end-to-end managed application and
infrastructure services with MWatch, an integrated IT infrastructure management and service platform, to
provide an integrated dashboard that monitors the network, servers, applications and other components that
are combined to form a digital backbone.

Caution
Mindtree has a concentration of cases that leverage Microsoft’s products. It should
develop additional capabilities to improve its AWS offerings.

Strengths
Proven automation capabilities: MWatch tools standardize operations and eliminate time-consuming manual
processes. Decision Moments is a data analytics platform that uses learning algorithms to drive insights from
large data pools and is powered by Microsoft Azure Cortana Intelligence Suite. The CAPE automated platform
supports development, testing, application management, infrastructure and packages to enable continuous
integration and delivery (CI/CD), DevOps, RPA and test automation.
Optimum backbone performance: Mindtree provides a single point of ownership and consolidated support
for its "applistructure," services that combine the application and infrastructure responsibility. It offers an
end-to-end solution to boost the performance of digital products running on a client’s digital backbone. The firm
provides managed cloud services, application performance monitoring with MWatch, microservices and APIs
performance, CI/CD pipeline operations, and fine-tuning of the infrastructure for optimum performance.
Robust partnership ecosystem: Mindtree offers data infrastructure modernization with Databricks. This year,
it received the preferred partner status within the Microsoft Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) program. Mindtree
provides Kubernetes infrastructure, application development, scaling and deployment. It maintains more than
35 partnerships, including with Adobe, Google Cloud Platform, Sitecore, Salesforce and Mulesoft. It recently
joined the Hyperledger consortium.
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Mindtree offers smart services based on
robust tools, including AI and analytics, to
provide a streamlined digital backbone.

